I. D. Note

Subject: Conduct of classes for B.Tech. 1st year 2K22 Batch

It is intimated that orientation-cum-induction program for newly admitted B. Tech. students is being conducted from 07th November, 2022 to 11th November, 2022. The academic session 2022-23 for B. Tech. 1st year is commencing w.e.f. 14th November, 2022. Room Nos. SPS 1,2,3 & PBGF1-PBGF6 and PBFF1-PBFF6 (Pragya Bhawan) are allotted for first year batch & the remaining ongoing classes of B.Tech. (IIIrd, Vth & VIIth) Semester that are held in SPS 1,2,3 & PBGF1-PBGF6 and PBFF1-PBFF6 may be rescheduled in the classrooms allocated to the department or may be shifted to online mode for one week only i.e. till 18th November, 2022. In view of the above, concerned HoD’S are requested to make alternative arrangement/ reschedule the ongoing classes of SPS 1,2,3 & PBGF1- PBGF6 and PBFF1-PBFF6 (Pragya Bhawan) to other classrooms allocated to the Departments or conduct classes in online mode.

All Head of the Department

(Prof. Rajeshwari Pandey)
Dean Academic (UG)

Copy to:-
1. PS to VC for Kind information to the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor.
2. Registrar, DTU
3. Guard File